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Abstract— In this paper we investigated the relevance of a
robotic implementation in the development and validation of
a neurophysiological model of the generation of saccadic eye
movements. To this aim, a well-characterized model of the
brainstem saccadic circuitry was implemented on a humanoid
robot head with 7 degrees of freedom (DOFs), which was
designed to mimic the human head in terms of the physical
dimensions (i.e. geometry and masses), the kinematics (i.e.
number of DOFs and ranges of motion), the dynamics (i.e.
velocities and accelerations), and the functionality (i.e. the
ocular movements of vergence, smooth pursuit and saccades).
Our implementation makes the robot head execute saccadic
eye movements upon a visual stimulus appearing in the
periphery of the robot visual field, by reproducing the following
steps: projection or the camera images onto collicular images,
according to the modeled mapping between the retina and
the superior colliculus (SC); transformation of the retinotopic
coordinates of the stimulus obtained in the camera reference
frame into their corresponding projections on the SC; spatio-
temporal transformation of these coordinates according to what
is known to happen in the brainstem saccade burst generator
of primates; and execution of the eye movement by controlling
one eye motor of the robot, in velocity. The capabilities of the
robot head to execute saccadic movements have been tested
with respect to the neurophysiological model implemented, in
view of the use of this robotic implementation for validating
and tuning the model itself, in further focused experimental trials.

Index Terms - Saccadic eye movements, robotic head,
biomimetic implementation, neurophysiological model.

I. INTRODUCTION

A very relevant question that often arises in robotics re-
search is why we should devote significant research efforts
for developing ’human-like’ robots. This question may result
extremely appropriate at a stage where robotics technology
is providing robust solutions to some technical problems that
have constrained robot development over past years. The
recent evolution of robotics technology has been demonstrated
to solve some of the complex engineering issues that related

to the design of humanoid robots [1] [2]. One of the main
motivation to humanoid robotics is the capability for the
robot to operate in real-world environments and to establish
some level of social and emotional interaction with human
beings [3] [4]. In our vision, anthropomorphism in robotics
is aimed not only to build an artificial human or to facilitate
the interaction of the robotic artefact with human beings but it
rather represents a compelling condition for taking advantage
of the robotic artefact as a platform through which specific
human behaviours can be investigated. In other words, an
anthropomorphic robotic artefact may represent an excellent
platform whereby computational models can be implemented
and tested in order to better understand some human abilities
[5][6]. According to this vision, in this paper we investigate the
relevance of a robotic implementation in the development and
validation of a neurophysiological model of the generation of
saccadic eye movements. From neurophysiological studies it is
known that saccadic eye movements are rapid eye movements
occurring at approximately 800 deg/s that are used to position
points of interest in the visual field into the high-resolution
central part of the retina (fovea) for further examination. Eye
saccades have been studied for more than 30 years by neuro-
scientists, using a wide spectrum of methods (neuroanatomy,
electrophysiology, neuroimagery, behavior, etc. ). Indeed, the
saccadic system allows the study of motor and premotor
brain mechanisms, in a mechanical system much simpler than,
for example, limbs. Moreover, saccadic selection tasks are
simple to teach to animals and to settle, and have thus been
used in numerous studies of cognitive functions (working
memory, sequence learning, etc.). In robotics, the investigation
of saccadic movements have the purpose to implement fast
eye movements, that have been implemented in industrial
robots and commercial vision systems. Generally speaking,
this purpose does not benefit from bioinspired approaches to
the control of saccadic movements, according to a human-
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like generation of velocity and acceleration profiles. In the
humanoid robot WE-4R, developed at the Takanishi Lab of
Waseda University, for facial expressions, saccadic movements
have been implemented, with the same delay of human ones,
with the purpose to facilitate social interaction [4]. James et
al. have implemented, in a simple robotic platform, a spatial
attention mechanism with related saccadic camera motion [7].
The features of this implementation, not specifically biolog-
ically inspired, are a non programmatic saccadic movement
based on the pattern of activity of the attention mechanism.
Some works have also been done in robotics to solve the
inverse kinematics of robot eye and head with neural networks
[8]. In this paper, we present a biomimetic implementation of
saccadic eye movements that, even if aimed at experimental
investigation of the underlying neurophysiological model, can
provide relevant solutions to the development of human-like
eye movements in humanoid robots.

II. A MODEL OF SACCADIC MOVEMENTS IN HUMANS

A. Saccadic movement circuitry

The saccadic circuitry implies numerous cortical and sub-
cortical brain areas, from phylogenetically old regions to much
more recent ones. The lowest level system of this circuitry, as it
contains the motoneurons that directly control the extraocular
neurons, is a set of nuclei in the brainstem designed as
the brainstem saccade burst generator (SBG). It is made of
four sub parts respectively controlling the upward, downward,
rightward and leftward components of saccades. The SBG
contains excitatory and inhibitory burst neurons (resp. EBN
and IBN), along with tonic neurons (TN) interacting to gener-
ate the burst-tonic activity specific to the ocular motoneurons
(MN). All these neurons are under the control of inhibitory
omnipause neurons (OPN) which tonically discharge between
saccades, keeping the bursters silent, and stop firing during
saccades (Fig. 1, lower part).

The SBG receives projections from the superior colliculus
(SC), a layered structure made of piled retinotopic maps
(Fig. 1, upper part), having visual, memory or motor target-
related activity. In primates, the position of targets in the visual
field is represented on the surface of the SC using a complex
logarithmic mapping.

While the SBG and SC interact with the cerebellum (for
trajectory corrections), the basal ganglia (for target selection)
and various cortical areas (allowing higher cognitive functions
like working memory, sequence learning, etc.), the model
presented here is based on the SC-SBG circuitry alone.

B. The collicular mapping of the visual field

The mapping of the visual field onto the collicular layers
is complex logarithmic in primates. This mapping has been
experimentally measured by [9] and quantitatively modeled in
[10]. The transformation from the retinotopic coordinates (α,β,
resp. azimuth and elevation) of targets into coordinates on the
SC surface (X ,Y , in millimetres) is expressed as follows:
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Fig. 1. Model’s Architecture. For simplicity, only one colliculus and two SBG
(upward and leftward), without the crossed IBN projections, are represented.
Moreover, only two neurons are represented in each collicular map (V1, V2
and M1, M2, for visual and motor maps respectively). Shaded circles in
collicular maps represent the gaussian activity generated by a (10◦, 10◦)
target, while insets in the saccade generators represent the temporal code in
the EBNs generated to drive the muscles. Open triangles represent excitatory
synapses; triangles represent inhibitory synapses; bold connections affect the
whole map. Refer to text for the abbreviations.

In the visual layers of the colliculus, information about
visible targets arrives with a delay of approximately 70ms,
and is encoded by a number of bumps of activity centered
around the corresponding (X ,Y ) positions. In the motor layers,
when a saccade is executed, a similar bump of activity is
generated at the location of the chosen target. This spatial
code is transformed into a temporal one (Fig. 1), as two bursts
of activity, whose integral is proportional to the amplitude of
the movement to be generated on the horizontal and vertical
axes, are transferred to the SBG (the so-called spatio-temporal
transformation or STT).

C. The saccadic model

A large number of computational models of the individual
parts of the saccadic circuitry and also of their interactions
have been proposed, for a review, refer to [11]. Our model
derives from Groh’s summation with saturation STT model
[12]: the signal sent to the SBG by the SC is a weighted sum
of the activity of the motor layer, while a neuron integrates
the unweighted sum of this activity and strongly inhibits the
motor layer when a given threshold is reached.

The robotic implementation of this model is simplified in
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Fig. 2. Robotic Platform

order to limit computational load. As a result, no recurrent
connections are used in the SC maps, as the input are forced
to 2D Gaussians, and the visual bursts usually preceding the
motor one in the motor layer are not modeled.

Collicular maps are modeled by 36 × 36 tables of leaky-
integrator neurons including 5 neurons border. The system has
the following hierarchical structure (for a formal description,
see Appendix: Model) :

1) The retina Ret encodes the target’s position by a 2D
Gaussian with standard deviation σ = 2.5, centered
around target’s position.

2) The visual layer V is receives the retinal signal with a
70ms delay. When its activity passes a given threshold,
it is transmitted to the motor layer and the SBG OPNs
are inhibited via Long-lead Burst neurons (LLB).

3) The motor layer Mot sends the command to the SBG,
while its activity is integrated. When the integrator
reaches a given threshold, the layer is inhibited and the
saccade stops.

4) The SBG is first inhibited by the OPNs. The activity
in V is is transmitted to the LLBs which inhibit in turn
the OPNs. When the activity in V is is strong enough,
OPNs are turned off and the EBNs/IBNs begin to receive
the motor command from the Mot layer through a
weighted sum. This command is then integrated by the
couple of neurons TNs (tonic neurons). The activity of
MNs is received by the eye plant (modeled by a second
order differential equation) to generate the required eye’s
displacement.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF SACCADIC MOVEMENTS ON THE

HUMANOID ROBOT HEAD

A. The robotic platform

The robotic platform that we used to implement the pro-
posed model is an anthropomorphic robotic head equipped
with a stereoscopic vision system and endowed with 7 (DOFs)
given by revolute joints.

As reported in Fig. 2, the DOFs are organized as follows:

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF THE ROBOTIC HEAD

Operating Max. Max. Max.
range velocity acceleration
[deg] [deg]/[s] [deg]/[s2]

J0 -28 32 20 200
J1 -32 26 25 200
J2 -108 108 120 750
J3 -20 30 100 750
J4 -25 53 400 4500
J5 -45 45 600 10000
J6 -45 45 600 10000

• 4 DOFs allow the neck movements (J0, J1, J2 and J3),
• 3 DOFs specifically allow the independent movements of

eyes (J4, J5,J6).

The eye kinematic structure consists of one common pitch
and two independent yaws. All these axes are actuated by
a belt driven mechanism with a DC motor and a harmonic
drive system. The 2 DOFs corresponding to yaw movements
of the eyes (J5, J6) allow the vergence of the two cameras to
foveation a visual target. The neck has 4 DOFs, for lateral flec-
tion, rottion and ventral/dorsal flection, this latter movement
is obtained with 2DOFs, i.e. two pitches at different heights.
The yaw axis is also driven by a belt driven mechanism with
a DC motor and a harmonic drive system, while the two
pitch, the roll are driven by a belt driven mechanism with
a DC motor and a ball screw actuator. Each motor of the
head is equipped with encoder to measure joint revolution
and velocity. All the motors, gear-heads, belt reduction ratios
and system actuators have been designed on the basis of the
geometry and performance of the human head in terms of
DOFs, ranges of motion, speeds and accelerations, allowing
smooth pursuit movements (i.e slow tracking movements) as
well as saccadic eye movements like in humans. Each joint has
a switch-end to give the possibility to implement the system
calibration. Table I reports features of the 7 DOFS.

B. The vision system

The vision system of the robotic head is a uncalibrated
stereo-rig of two USB cameras with a maximal resolution of
640x480 pixel and a frame rate of 30 fps. The detection of
the stimuli is performed with a simple procedure of colour
recognition based on a target colour inserted by the user. The
procedure implemented in this work makes use of the HSV
colour representation, instead of the classical RGB, in order
to improve the robustness with respect to light variations.
Similarly to what happens in humans, during a saccadic
movement the system provides the suppression of vision [13].

C. Implementation of the collicular mapping

The transformation from the retinotopic coordinates (α, β)
of targets into coordinates on the SC surface (X,Y) is ex-
pressed by equation (1) (Fig. 3).

It is worth noticing that, a straight use of this transformation
for obtaining the collicular mapping may introduce some
relevant ambiguities in real-world applications. Indeed, the
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Fig. 3. An example of the mapping of one retino-topic image into the
collicular coordinates, according to (1). Please note that the right and left
side of the collicular mapping correspond to the right and left halves of the
original image, respectively

CCD cameras have a discrete pixel resolution whereas the
equation (1) is defined on a continuous domain. It is obvious
that the logarithmic function maps the discrete points of the
retinotopic plane in such a way that spreads the pixels in
the central part of the collicular map. Conversely, in the
peripheral part of the collicular map the density of pixels will
increase with a consequent loss of information. In order to
avoid this problem we operated as follows: we started from a
void collicular map and for each pixel in the collicular map
we back-projected the coordinates onto the retinotopic plane
making use of the inverse equation of (1) as reported in [11].
The obtained coordinates (X,Y) will be - in the general case
- not integers therefore the obtained point in the retinotopic
coordinates will have no physical representation on the CCD
matrix. In this case we associated to this virtual point an
intensity value that was obtained by a weighted interpolation
of the surrounding integer pixels. Finally we imposed the latter
intensity value to the original point of the collicular map.
By iterating this procedure for each point on the collicular
plane we produced well smoothed collicular maps as the one
reported in Fig. 7

D. Implementation of the velocity profile generation

For generating the velocity profiles of the saccadic move-
ments we used the analytical model that is reported in the
Appendix for the sake of clarity. The position, velocity and
acceleration values of α and β were calculated every 1
ms making use of the MN firing rate and of the second
order differential equation representing the eye plant which is
reported and described in the Appendix. It is worth noticing
that the computational time of the model was calculated and
subtracted from the actual delays that are known to occur in
a saccadic movement (approximately 200 ms) in order to find
an appropriate delay to be feed to the motors. In this way the
robotic artefact was endowed with the same response time of
the biological system. In Fig. 4 we report a typical example
of the obtained position and velocity profiles.

E. Experimental setup

The system architecture is composed of three fundamentals
parts: the Peripheral Computer (PC) the Central Computer
(CC) and the Robotic platform. Inside the CC, the low level
control is implemented and it is directly connected to the
Robotic Platform. It is intended to be used as a server, waiting
for the command and executing it. Both object detection and

Fig. 4. Position and velocity profiles obtained with a sample stimulus in the
periphery.

Fig. 5. Control System

collicular mapping are implemented on the PC. The steps to
obtain a saccadic movement of the robotic eye, elicited by a
visual stimulus in the periphery of the image, are axecuted PC.
The first step is detecting the selectionated colour. The second
step is mapped the image from the retina to the colliculus.
The third step is detected pixels with a colour similar to the
selected one in the colliculus map. Then, it is necessary to find
a center of mass for the stimulus and to give its coordinates
to the saccade generator model. The model generates a profile
of velocity with a sampling time of 1ms . The control system
sends it, by TCP/IP protocol, from the CC to the PC.

The PC receives the velocity profile as input and executes
all the required operations for the low level control of the DC
motors.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS

The experimental trials aimed at testing and assessing the
execution of saccadic movements by the robotic head. The
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Fig. 6. Stimulus Detected

Fig. 7. Collicular mapping of the detected stimulus

saccadic movements were executed towards visual stimuli that
were positioned in different points approximately spanning all
the visual field. To this aim a grid was positioned in the visual
field of the robot and a green coloured marker was moved onto
the grid to simulate the visual stimuli. In Fig. 6 we report
the visual field of the robot including the green marker and
the same image after the detection of the stimuli (the detected
area is coloured in red).

The system continuously maps the retinic image onto the
colliculus plane and finds the stimulus coordinates in the
colliculus reference system as previously described

For each position of the stimulus, its coordinates in the
collicular map are then sent to the saccadic model in order
to start the saccadic movement. The model generates the
velocity profile that is fed to the CC for executing the saccadic
movement of the robotic head. To assess the performance of
the whole system in executing the saccadic movements we
estimated the difference between the position of the stimulus
and the center of the fovea of the robot eye after the saccadic
movement. To this aim we calculated the center of mass of
the object after the movement AND therefore the error was
represented by the residual angle to be made by the camera
for focusing exactly on the center of the object. 21 different
positions of the robot’s visual field were tested (corresponding
to the black squares of the chessboard) and for each position
we performed 10 consecutive saccadic movements. For each
position on the chessboard the global error of the system was
calculated as in (2):

εi =

∑√
ΔH2 + ΔV 2

N
(2)

Where εi is the error estimated on the i-th position of the
chess board, H and V are respectively the horizontal and
vertical angle required to achieve the centre of mass of the
stimulus and N is the number of saccades towards the i-th
position. Furthermore we defined a global error calculated on

Fig. 8. Graphical representation of the error map in executing 10 saccades
for each of the 21 targets

the whole visual field and that was obtained by averaging the
errors estimated over the 21 different positions

E =

∑M

i=1
εi

M
= 1.57 degree (3)

V. RESULTS

In Table II we report the average error calculated over
the 21 different positions of the visual field together with the
standard deviations across the different trials.

TABLE II

DATA FROM EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS

Number of Point H Point V Average H Average V εi

Test [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg]
1 -3,40 11,03 -0,21 -0,93 0,96
2 3,40 11,03 1,46 -1,47 2,07
3 -6,27 6,29 -1,98 2,51 3,19
4 6,19 6,29 1,58 1,81 2,40
5 -9,87 2,67 -2,01 1,87 2,75
6 -2,740 2,84 -1,85 1,12 2,16
7 2,74 2,84 0,96 0,93 1,34
8 9,43 2,63 0,76 1,01 1,26
9 -6,54 0 -1,08 0,12 1,08
10 0 0 0,26 0,14 0,29
12 6,54 0 0,47 0,13 0,49
13 -9,87 -2,67 -1,70 -1,66 2,37
14 -3,15 -2,78 -0,99 -1,40 1,72
15 2,74 -2,84 0,79 -0,95 1,24
16 9,54 -2,64 1,04 -1,23 1,61
17 -6,73 -6,34 -0,83 -1,40 1,63
18 -2,40 -8,31 2,01 1,29 2,39
19 6,27 -6,29 0,99 -0,81 1,29
20 -3,40 -11,03 -0,69 -0,019 0,69
21 3,40 -11,03 0,45 0,19 0,49

A graphic representation of the error map is provided in
Fig. 8. In the error map the X,Y plane represents the discrete
representation of the visual field whereas the Z axis is the
estimated average error in each location. Finally, the global
error that was previously introduced was estimated in 1.57
degree.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a robotic implementation of a neuro-
physiological model of saccade generation in humans, with
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the final goal of validation and tuning of the model itself.
The experimental trials in which the robotic head performed
210 saccades to 21 different points showed that the error
is low enough ( 1.57◦ in average) to consider this robotic
implementation as adequate to reproduce the performance of
the model. The results thus encourage the accomplishment of
focused experimental trials in which the robot behaviour can
help investigate the accuracy of the model, and to possibly tune
it, with respect to human behaviour in saccade execution. Fur-
ther work will include the implementation of the mechanisms
for target selection, by using a model of the basal ganglia [14],
which are, know to have this function.
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APPENDIX: MODEL

The leaky-integrator rate neuron model used as building
brick is as follows (τ : time constant in ms, I: input in mV ) :

τ
da

dt
= I − a and y = [a]+

where the transfer function [ ]+ satisfies [I]+ = 0 if I < 0
and [I]+ = I otherwise.

The input of the visual layer V is is:

IV is(X,Y, t) = yRet(X,Y, t − t0)

Long-Lead burst neurons (LLB) in charge of triggering
saccades by inhibiting the OPN when the activity on Vis
reaches the εtrig threshold are modeled by:

ILLB = wLLB
V is

∑

X,Y

(yV is(X,Y )) − εtrig

IOPN = −yLLB + εOPN

The activity in the motor layer Mot is gated by the OPNs
and the Integrating-Saturating mechanism (note that saturation
neurons have a longer time constant τSat):

IMot(X,Y ) = yV is(X,Y ) − wMot
OPNyOPN − wMot

Sat ySat

IInt(X,Y ) = wInt
Mot

∑

X,Y

yMot(X,Y )

ISat(X,Y ) = yInt(X,Y ) − εstop

The four SBG circuits (leftward, rightward, upward, down-
ward) are identical, all of them are gated by OPN activity,
and those operating in opposite directions are coordinated by
the IBN crossed projections. The EBN and IBN activity is
identical and defined by:

ID
BN =

∑

X,Y

(wBND
Mot yMot(X,Y )) − wBN

OPNyOPN

τ 5ms τSat 100ms t0 70ms

εOPN 100 εtrig 400 εstop 200

wLLB
V is 0.005 wMot

OPN 40 wBN
OPN 40

wInt
Mot 0.002 wMot

Sat 8 wTN
BN 0.05

wMN
BN 1.52 wα

MN 4.07 w
β
MN

4.07

with D ∈ {U,D,L,R}, wBND
Mot are obtained by inverting

equation 1.
The tonic neurons are the only neurons modeled as perfect

rather than leaky-integrators:

ID
TN = wTN

BN (yD
EBN − yDop

IBN )

ID
MN = wMN

BN (yD
EBN − yDop

IBN ) + yTN

where Dop is the opposite direction of D.
The eye plant model used is modeled as a second order

differential equation:

0.003α̈ + 0.6α̇ + 4α = wα
MN (yR

MN − yL
MN )

0.003β̈ + 0.6β̇ + 4β = w
β
MN (yU

MN − yD
MN )

The parameters are summed up in the following table
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